
TYPES OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGIES

One of the more recognizable project management methodologies, Agile is best suited for projects that are iterative and
incremental. It's a type.

Create tasks under each list for all your requirements. Cons: Team Compromise: Team members may skew
towards waterfall or agile, so elaborating on the specifics for your team is paramount. And unlike our
simplistic project taskmasters of the past, we have to recognize that what end you have in mind will most
likely determine the specific project management framework you have to enlist. For example, once workers
have laid a foundation and raised the frame of a house, they can conduct a number of non-dependent tasks:
plumbing, electric, cabinetry, etc. Instead of creating detailed specifications for end products at the beginning
of an endeavor, Agile managers only identify priorities. Any one of them provides high-level project
management framework. What is CCPM best for? In a software development setting, this idea of customer
demand powering a system fits hand in glove with Agile. In just a short time, PM experts have expanded these
concepts into many implementation frameworks, including: Scrum Project Management Extreme
Programming Adaptive Project Framework APF Though the linear Waterfall PM strategy suits many
organizations, managers in certain fields find it quite limiting. Why there are so many project management
methodologies Just because some methodology worked on one project doesn't mean it will work on another.
Extreme Programming XP This methodology which also has its roots in the agile framework was developed
by in the s by Kent Black. Teams that need to change their plans as their projects progress will simply find this
method quite limiting. Outline organizational goals, keeping in mind project costs as well. To address
potential issues with resources, buffers are built in to ensure projects are on-time and that safety is not
compromised. As business managers find such behavior undesirable in production teams, they employ the
Scrum method of project management. Software should work well and not require extensive documentation.
Design: What will your software look like? As project goals and objectives are constantly re-evaluated, Agile
teams are very flexible and adaptive in nature. In a waterfall scenario, the customer or stakeholders are
involved in the beginning and in the end, but not during the process. Other industrial projects that call for
repetitive activities will thrive on this methodology. The vendor offers a great free trial that allows you to try
out all the key features for free. Among the leading project management software in the market, Smartsheet is
especially capable of handling CCPM-style workflows. Here, the key is to figure out how a specific project
aligns with company-wide objectives. What matters is how far you take the concept and whether it works for
your particular project. With this system, team leaders can create responsive and transparent workplace
cultures. What is CPM best for? Either way, organizations need to develop standardized best practices that can
be refined as various factors change. Best For: Medium-sized projects where you have an end goal in place but
also need tons of flexibility. Purists will tell you it is more of a reference book. Just make a list of the steps
you need to accomplish a deliverable item and get to work!


